
Tongue Twisters to Improve Pronunciation

Tongue twisters are a fun and effective way to improve pronunciation skills. These tricky
phrases consist of a sequence of words that are challenging to articulate quickly and
accurately. When practicing tongue twisters, we must focus on enunciating each word clearly
and swiftly, which hones (sharpens) our pronunciation abilities. You have the same concept
in Spanish, for example: Tres Tristes Tigres.

In this article, we are going to share three tongue twisters, from easy to difficult.

Let’s start with the easiest one and most famous as well.

She sells sea shells on the seashore.

Vende mariscos cerca de la orilla del mar.

In this short one, the problem is that the “s” sound needs to be very distinct from the “sh”
sound. We must also consider the vowel sounds which are very difficult for many Spanish
speakers; the difference between /I/ (fit, gym, hit) and /i:/ (sea, meet, need). We have a
podcast on these two sounds already up so that you can listen to the difference if you need
to. To really challenge yourself, why not try to repeat it three times in a row as fast as you
can?

The second tongue twister is slightly more difficult because it involves more vowel sounds
but also because it needs rhythm in order for it to flow.

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. If Peter Piper picked a peck of

pickled peppers, where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?

Pepe Pito picoteó un pedacito de pimiento picante,

Un pedacito de pimiento picante Pepe Pito picoteó;

Si Pepe Pito picoteó un pedacito de pimiento picante,

¿Dónde está el pedacito de pimiento picante que Pepe Pito picoteó?

There are four similar vowel sounds: /i:/ /ai/ /e/ /I/
/i:/ The same as before: she, need, beach, tea, receive
/ai/ This sounds like the capital I: eye, China, why, nine
/e/ Easy for Spanish speakers: elephant, bed, red, egg
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/I/ More difficult for Spanish speakers: hit, sit, etc

The third and final challenge for today is about Betty, short for Elizabeth.

Betty Botter bought some butter
But she said the butter's bitter,
"If I put it in my batter
It will make my batter bitter,
But a bit of better butter
Makes my batter better."

Betty Botter compró mantequilla,
Pero dijo "la mantequilla está amarga,
Si la pongo en mi masa,
Volverá mi masa amarga.
Pero un poco de mejor mantequilla,
Volverá mejor mi masa".

The four distinct sounds are:
/ʌ/butter (mantequilla) this is the same as the spanish “a”: up, umbrella
/e/ better (mejor), elephant, egg, bed, red
/ɪ/ bitter (amargo), sit, hit, gym
/æ/ batter (masa) this is probably the most difficult sound that exists for many because it
doesn’t exist in Spanish, but you really have to open the jaw and push the sound out: apple,
bad, hand, flat

By repeating tongue twisters, people can enhance their diction, articulation, and vocal agility.
They help in mastering complex sounds, such as consonant clusters and vowels, which are
essential for clear and precise speech. Additionally, tongue twisters improve muscle
coordination in the mouth and tongue, enabling better control of speech sounds.

Moreover, the rhythmic and repetitive nature of tongue twisters makes pronunciation practice
enjoyable and engaging, which encourages consistent and effective learning. In summary,
tongue twisters are a valuable tool for anyone looking to enhance their pronunciation skills
and speak with greater clarity and fluency.
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